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Almost at 90. Almost a fall!
Posted by torahvelt613 - 07 Nov 2017 04:58
_____________________________________

I was at 87 days and I had SUCH a strong urge just for a few small peeks. With Hashems help I
was able to hold on (somehow). 

Whats next though? Is this fight never ending? Every time I failed, the next day I'd feel terrible
but say "next time I fail.. whenever that is, I'll catch up on such and such " 

this time there's no "next time"

but I feel this will be a huge painful struggle forever! It's a huge load to bear! 

Any advice? 

========================================================================
====

Re: Almost at 90. Almost a fall!
Posted by RobFloyd - 07 Nov 2017 11:55
_____________________________________

What did you do to get this far?

========================================================================
====

Re: Almost at 90. Almost a fall!
Posted by Ftndrug - 07 Nov 2017 14:45
_____________________________________

Man you're awesome! 89 days, that's a lot!

im just a newbie here, but from what people say it should get easier but the fight goes on, and
some day youll get to the next level of bchira, when it won't be to look or not to look at porn but
something more delicate. Its like youre starting to be shomer shabbat. At the beginning you
want to turn on the light for reading or have a smoke. Then its tiltul muktze or something like
that. And so on. Plus im sure that there are times youre weaker than usual for different reasons
so you have to keep your guards up.. 

stay strong and have tons of hatzlacha:]

========================================================================
====
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Re: Almost at 90. Almost a fall!
Posted by Hashem Help Me - 08 Nov 2017 05:15
_____________________________________

Welcome. Do you speak with anyone from GYE or a therapist who deals with this? Personally
that was very helpful for me.

========================================================================
====

Re: Almost at 90. Almost a fall!
Posted by Mynameis - 29 Nov 2017 05:19
_____________________________________

I am with torahvelt613. I was 30+ days in and couldn't handle it, then I thought will this ever end.
Now that a eighty-niner is saying the same thing I don't know what to say. 

I would want to talk to somebody but I would like to keep it anonymous. 

========================================================================
====

Re: Almost at 90. Almost a fall!
Posted by serenity - 30 Nov 2017 02:01
_____________________________________

I stopped fighting on October 19, 2014 and stayed sober for 5 months. On March 18, 2015 I
decided to fight with lust again and I acted out. I stopped fighting again and have been sober
since I surrendered on March 19, 2015 one day at a time. I can't fight with lust anymore than I
can fight with Mike Tyson. I will lose every time. 

Wishing you all the blessings life has to offer. 

========================================================================
====

Re: Almost at 90. Almost a fall!
Posted by serenity - 30 Nov 2017 02:05
_____________________________________
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Mynameis wrote on 29 Nov 2017 05:19:

I would want to talk to somebody but I would like to keep it anonymous. 

You mean you would like to keep it secret, no? Secrecy is the one thing we fear most about
giving up because it means we might have to give up our secret life of porn and masturbation. 

Hatzlacha

========================================================================
====

Re: Almost at 90. Almost a fall!
Posted by torahvelt613 - 07 Jan 2019 03:53
_____________________________________

Bh I’m over 500 days now. The struggle is still there but I take it day by day. The streak is one
thing that is definitely helping 

========================================================================
====
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